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(EXCERPT) 

by Drew Paryzer 



Characters
CHASE CRAIN F, early 30's. Sharp, icy. Wears bangs.
JACOBY BLUE M, mid 30's. Slim, temperamental, stubbly.
LYNDY F, 50's. Empathically separate. Disheveled.
THEO M, mid 20's. Bespectacled, fit, lost.
CUNNINGHAM M, late 50's. Tall, silver hair, immaculate.
ADRA F, mid 20's. Granola gorgeous. Heartfelt.
A WATERBOY M, late 20's.
THE BUSINESSMAN M, 50's. Heavy Latin American accent.
MANAGER M, 30's. 
DIGNITARY F, 20's, of the 'Foreign Nation'. 
FEMALE & MALE ANALYST 1 Frenetic, artsy types.
MALE & FEMALE ANALYST 2 Stone-cold professionals.
911 M, the voice of an elder. Southern twang.
THREE GIFT-BEARERS Either gender. Of the 'Foreign Nation'.
VARIOUS CARDBOARD CUTOUTS Non-actor characters.
A PRIEST Either gender.

Place
The top floor of the tallest building in a large city in the United States of America.
The interior of a spartan office space.
Three cubicles, unadorned, opened on their DS side. A laptop computer and set of heavy-duty 
wireless headphones are at each cubicle’s desk. A swivel chair is bolted to the ground in front of 
each desk. There is a metal door leading to an unseen elevator landing area, and another metal 
door leading to the unseen room where Theo currently lives. 
A door into a bathroom space, which is visible to the audience. A sink and toilet in a closed stall.
A swath of the stage, perhaps slightly raised, where the transcription scenes take place.
A space against the back wall for projected images.

Time
An approaching present. 



A Note on the Transcription Scenes
The transcription scenes in this play are spatial representations of what that scene's transcriber 
'hears' the action to be.

Actors in the transcription scenes do not acknowledge the transcriber's presence in their space, 
should they enter it.

Transcribers control their audio feed, and the corresponding flow of their transcription scenes, 
through the following hand signals:

• 'Play': Arm extended perpendicular to ground. (Actors begin/resume scene.)

• 'Stop': Fist held upwards. (Actors freeze.)

• 'Rewind': Hand extended SR, arm straight up. (Actors freeze, lean SR.)

• 'Fast Forward': Hand extended SL, arm straight up. (Actors freeze, lean SL.)



(5)

Morning.
The three are at their respective desks, with their headphones on. Lyndy and Chase have their 
laptops open; Jacoby doesn't.
Theo enters from his area, glistening with sweat. He puts a carton of breakfast and a check on 
Lyndy's desk.
He puts the same on Chase's desk. She slides one ear off, still staring intently at screen.

Chase
I need an ergonomic external keyboard right away.

Theo
I'll see what I can do.

Chase
What does that mean.

Theo
What? I forgot what we were talking about.

(He goes to Jacoby's area. Puts his breakfast and check on his desk. Pause.)
You know why I'm sweating?

Jacoby
No.

(Theo runs into the back space, runs out with a mattress, sets it in Jacoby's cubicle.)

Theo
Bicep curls. Shoulder presses. Super-sets.
You know what I work out with?

Jacoby
No.

(Theo runs into his space again, comes back out with sheets and pillows, sets them 
down.)

Theo
Stacks of paper.
Not ideal.
You know why I'm strong?

(Pause)
Because I abandoned the ideal.
I work with what I've got.

(Hand on Jacoby's right shoulder. He walks back into his quarters, shuts the door.) 



(6)

Lyndy transcribing Adra.
Adra is sitting next to her Manager. They're in a car, driving to an appearance.

Manager
Okay, Adra, it’s gonna go something like this. We’ll get out of the car, greet the press. There’ll be 
a cordoned-off zig-zaggy kind of path to the mayor’s mansion, this was requested so that 
photographers can get you at every possible angle as you walk. To make some sort of three-
dimensional photo of you for tablet editions of their papers.

Adra
Should I like move my arms up and down, too? So people can drag me into like action-figure 
poses?

Manager
You can wave to the cameramen, but cup your hand. Waving with individual fingers is 
considered immodest for a lady.

(Adra laughs heartily. Pause.)
So is boisterous laughing.

Adra
Oh. Okay.
Hey.
Alan.

(She meows like a cat, paws at the air.)
Meow I'm a meow cat meow where's my doggie dog friend meow?

Manager
I'm --
Alright, we’re out of time, we’re here. Just walk, go in, bow, don’t touch anybody, and do 
whatever else the women next to you whispers. Go.

(The Manager disappears. There’s suddenly many voices, screaming in the nation's 
native tongue. Lyndy types furiously for a few moments. Jacoby, at his computer, 
‘pauses’ Adra. Jacoby approaches Lyndy.)

Jacoby
That was . . . that was impressive. You got most every word screamed there, in pitch-perfect 
transliteration. But – okay, let’s just do this one more –

(Jacoby ‘rewinds’ and ‘plays’ Adra again. We hear the press screaming, just as before, 
but above all of it is Adra, breathing heavily. He ‘pauses’ again.)

Did you hear that? From Adra?

Lyndy
Yes. Her breath was in the way.



Jacoby
No no no, her breath was the thing. That is what we have to get. How fast it is, how long it goes 
on for, if it slows down, if she sighs in the middle, holds her breath. Those are all keys. Those 
are all reasons why we’re doing this, and not computers. Get what I’m saying?

(Lyndy looks up for a moment, remembering. She types rapidly on her computer. Jacoby 
looks over, and reads it.)

‘Adra inhales and exhales six times at rapid pace, sniffles twice, second sniffle more mucus-ful, 
inhales three times at increased’ – yeah, I mean, okay. Yeah, the counting of, it’s a bit – no, 
that’s good. You’re thorough. Good.

Lyndy
Good. I'm thorough. Good.
Thank you.
That was a help.

(Jacoby nods and sits back down at his desk, as Lyndy continues on her transcription. 
He rubs his hands together, puts the headset back on.
We switch over to Chase’s transcription; the Businessman is still and silent.)

Chase
When is this guy gonna say something?
Shit. Did I miss a, a something –

(Chase ‘pauses’ and ‘rewinds’ him. ‘Starts’ him again. He remains in the same place 
throughout this process. He ‘fast-forwards’ him, ‘plays’ him. He’s still the same. No 
sounds. She sighs. She plays with the controls more, trying to find something that’s not 
there. Suddenly, Jacoby is next to her. She pauses, takes the headphones off.)

Jacoby
Everything okay here?

Chase
Uh can I help you with something.

Jacoby
Saw that you were lagging behind real time by a few seconds.

Chase
How do you know that?

Jacoby
Because I'm supervising you.
By order of the Boss.

Chase
Can you ask the intern about my keyboard, please? Ergonomic. Fifteen degree gable, ten 
degree split. Black, if he asks.

(Chase put her headphones on, 'plays'. Jacoby 'pauses'. Chase 'plays'. Jacoby 'pauses'. 
Chase 'plays'. They both look at the static Businessman for a moment. Chase 'pauses'.)

Made any progress on that keyboard?



Jacoby 
Has anyone ever called you a liar to your face?

Chase
Let the people who have jobs do them.

Jacoby
Or do they all just keep it to themselves?

Chase
If you don't leave me alone this second I'm reporting you to Mr. Cunningham.

Jacoby
And he'll do what?
You forgot how much he wants me here?

(Pause)
Your poor fiancee's gonna be so lonely.

Chase
He's in a coma.

Jacoby
A coma. Ohh, you mean a comma, your boyfriend's in a comma.

Chase
He was in a very bad accident.

Jacoby
Hmm. And you feel okay leaving him until god-knows-when? And to work at a place that openly 
abuses their employees?

Chase
You're a distraction.

(She puts her headset back on, hands on keyboard, stares at Businessman.)

Jacoby
You're a liar.

(Jacoby goes back to his desk.
We switch to Lyndy transcribing Adra. Adra is standing with the Dignitary. Ornate, soft 
reed music plays.)

Dignitary
(Whispers throughout)

Now place your hands together. The palm to the palm.
(Adra does so.)

And the bow down.
(She does.)

Can you bow just maybe a bit lower?
(She tries to. Succeeds, kind of.)



Good. That is acceptable.
Now, you will bless the mayor with traditional invokings. You will say after me.

(The Dignitary whispers softly into Adra’s ear, as Adra speaks.)

Adra
I apologize for the English, I want to learn your language and will study for it next occasion.
Now.
With these words I lay out my spirit to the grand swirl of this ancestral realm.
I empty my past for these hours, and fill it with the slow, fragrant bloom of the root-blossom.

(Adra shudders slightly with pleasure as the Dignitary whispers the next line.)
As modest Linjoya did give up the indulges of her crown to unite the people of the nation in 
purity and levelness, so shall I.
As flame tempers the blade, so shall my talents be put to the strengthening of your cultural 
culturality.

(A pause, as the Dignitary whispers several sentences into Adra’s ear. She breathes 
heavily.) 

Let it be so.
(Switch to Chase. The Businessman is as he was before. Chase’s head is in her hands. 
She stares at him for a beat. The Businessman enacts her thoughts.)

Chase
I spoke my first complete sentence when I was three.
I was spinning around our living room with my blankie over my eyes.
I said, “Where is Chase?”
My mother was spinning around in the kitchen with a bottle of Pinot Grigio.
She said, “I don’t know, where is Chase?”
And I stopped.
And I cried, because if she didn’t know where I was,
And I didn’t know where I was,
Then I was gone, and had no idea how to get myself back.
But I knew what the words were. Those were mine.
I tattooed that first dialogue on my inner thighs when I turned sixteen.
Left leg, bold, all caps: Chase, capitalized. Colon. Single space. Unbold. “Where is Chase?”
Right leg, bold, all caps: Indistinct Voice, the “I” and the “V” capitalized. Colon. Single space. 
Unbold. “I don’t know, where is Chase?”
End of Transcription.

(She unconsciously starts typing what she's speaking.)
I didn’t tattoo End of Transcription, even though that is of course the proper formatting, because 
it quite obviously wasn’t the End of Transcription, it was the Beginning of Transcription.

(She looks at the Businessman, who is now mimicking her typing. She suddenly 'stops’ 
the transcription, deletes what she wrote, takes off her headphones. Collects herself. 
She puts the headphones back on, 'plays'. We hear the Businessman start to softly 
snore. Chase types.)

‘He snores softly.’
(Switch to Lyndy. Adra and the Dignitary are having sex, underneath a sheet. They 
speak their lines plainly, without emotion.)

Adra
Ooh. Ooh. Ooh.



Dignitary
Aiiiyih. Aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiy.

Adra
I sigh twice.

Dignitary
I pant forcefully.

(Jacoby ‘pauses’ the transcription. Goes over to Lyndy.)

Jacoby
Okay, so these are obviously important um moments to capture –

Lyndy
I don’t want to talk about this please.

Jacoby
Okay, I understand that, I’ll just speak, just a few words, okay?

Lyndy
Can I not look at you for it.

Jacoby
Of course.

(Lyndy puts her hands over her eyes.)
So you have everything there again, and everything is said by the right person. But what we 
need is complete accuracy with overlap. We have to be surgical with when one of them starts 
speaking over the other, down to the syllable. And we do that with a dash. Think of it like a, like 
a line that connects Adra to whoever Adra’s with. 
Our entire purpose here, really, is finding that line, and understanding that line. That dash.

(Pause)

Lyndy
Our entire purpose here, really, is finding that line, and understanding that line. That dash.
I’m not good at finding the dash.

Jacoby
You can be.

Lyndy
I hear I hear one person and one person and one person and one person and one person. 
That’s how I am.

Jacoby
Here. Watch me.

(Jacoby ‘rewinds’ and ‘plays', types the following interaction on Lyndy’s computer. The 
women speak passionately, breathily.)



Adra
I wanted to touch –

Dignitary
You do what you want – 

Adra
– my palm to yours –

Dignitary
– okay, yes – 

Adra
– because that’s my tradition.

Dignitary
– yes.

Adra
My new tradition, with you.

Dignitary
Yes.

(Jacoby ‘pauses’ the recording. Finishes typing, gets up. Lyndy looks at the computer.)

Lyndy
Yes. I do see the dashes.

(Jacoby offers her a congratulatory hand; she looks at it, then turns away, putting her 
headphones back on. Jacoby sits back down, beaming.
Switch to Chase. She stares wide-eyed at Businessman, still snoring as before. 
Suddenly, she hears: the sound of a door opening. A few footsteps. The sound of a kiss. 
A few more footsteps. The sound of a door closing. She ‘stops,’ ‘rewinds’, and ‘plays’. 
We see an actor in black create the sounds of the door, the footsteps, and the kiss. The 
second character leaves as the door-closing sound is made.)

Chase
Yes. It happened. You don’t make things up.

(Chase starts typing. Switch to Lyndy. Adra and Dignitary are asleep, under their cover. 
Lyndy is typing furiously, speaking what she types out loud.)

Lyndy
Breath dash breath dash breath dash breath dash breath dash breath dash breath dash– 

(Switch to Jacoby. He takes off his headset. Lyndy and Chase lie down on their 
mattresses. Jacoby stands. Paces. Picks up the check on his desk. Flicks it. Sets it 
down. Walks over to the door to the compound, tries to casually open it. It’s locked. He 
takes his check, cuts his thumb with it. Squeezes his thumb, to make himself bleed. He 
goes to the door leading deeper into the compound, knocks on it lightly. Again. We hear 
a rustling inside, and Theo opens the door. His lips are purple.)



Theo
Hello?

Jacoby
I need a Band-Aid.

Theo
Hmm. Interesting.
Why . . . do you.

(Jacoby shows him his hand.)
I thought you weren't supposed to do anything.

Jacoby
I can't sleep. Tried to see if blood loss might help, but no, just hurts.
So if you don't mind, I'll just step in and grab a

(Theo blocks him off from the door.) 

Theo
Meet me in the bathroom area.
It's soundproofed, so we won't disturb.
This is a mission.

(Theo closes the door. Two seconds later he comes back through the door with a huge 
first-aid kit in his hand; he and Jacoby enter the bathroom space at the same time. Theo 
gets out a massive bandage and huge tube of antibiotic ointment.)

Theo
I’m going to care for you, my friend.

Jacoby
Oh.
Well thanks and all, but I think I can handle –

Theo
Not allowed to let that happen.

Jacoby
What?

(He reaches for the items. Theo slaps his hand away.)

Theo
No. No touchie.

Jacoby
Why?

Theo
You could swallow the tube before I get a chance to stop you. Or choke yourself with the 
bandage. Liability stuff.



Jacoby
Don’t you have like some suicide-proof Sesame Street band-aids, then? Why these monsters?

Theo
We’ve had a few major . . . accidents. Before.

(Pause. Theo starts tending to the small wound. Gobs of ointment are applied, and the 
bandage has to be wrapped around his finger multiple times. It’s a ridiculous sight.)

I have to tell you something.
I’m high.

Jacoby
Okay.

Theo
I’ve worked here for three years. For two years, I’ve been high.
Can you tell?

Jacoby
I mean – 

Theo
This is a good job I have. This is a great job. This place will take me .  . . places.
But I needed a little something to ease me through this section of my career.
And let me just –

(Theo finishes wrapping the bandage. Looks at Jacoby.)
I mean, I have empathy for you, man.
Not much should be making sense to you right now. You’re not the first I’ve seen around here.
That’s why I want to help you.

(Theo goes back into the first-aid kit, pulls out a large cough syrup-shaped bottle. Offers 
it to Jacoby. Pause.)

I don’t want anything for it or anything. A gentleman’s offering. Go ahead.

Jacoby
What is that cough syrup.

(Theo laughs.)

Theo
Straight? I’m not that hardcore.
No, it’s lean.

Jacoby
What? Lean?

Theo
Dude are you messing with me?

Jacoby
Dude, dude, I don’t know what that is and I don’t want to know.
You pull out a joint, you pull out a handle, then that’s –



Theo
(In an intense whisper)

Those things aren’t allowed. You shouldn’t even say those things.

Jacoby
Well then I think I'll go back to cutting myself now.

(He goes for the bathroom space door. Theo stops him.)

Theo
No. Wait. Please.
You're not sleeping.
This'll make you love being awake.
Make you love doing anything. Doing nothing.
Just let me explain it.

(Pause. Jacoby stays. Theo picks up the bottle, takes off the child-safety cap. Smells it. 
Hands it to Jacoby, who smells it as well. Hands it back.)

You start with cough syrup. Prescription-grade. Ideally, it’ll have at least 10mg of codeine 
phosphate per 5mL tablespoon. 
What I work with here is double that. Mixed up by a former client specially for overworked, 
sleep-deprived wheezers like you. Poor woman's no longer with us, but she did leave a fat 
batch.
You do one part syrup, six parts carbonated beverage. Energy drinks. It’s both what we got, and 
it’s what you need to ramp you up through the down the syrup drops on you. Expert technique.
You add a couple Jolly Ranchers. Why? Aesthetics. Because Jolly Ranchers are my childhood, 
and my childhood makes swirls in everything I do. I don’t fucking know. That one’s for you to 
make a speech on.
And then you swirl. You grip. You sip.

(He takes a long swig.)
It makes you lean. Not like lean in, when you’re paying attention and interested. Or leaning 
back, when you’re relaxing.
It just takes you from upright to slanted, fixes you there for a while. Just a few degrees. Just 
enough.
So you lean into nothingness. And everything-ness. You lean into empty space, and you’re 
supported. Lean into a wall, and you notice for the first time how they built it crooked. Lean into 
whatever you want, whatever you can. It’s okay. Everything else is something to shift your 
weight onto.

(He offers the bottle to Jacoby again.)

Jacoby
I'm not afraid of my weight.
I don't need an escape.

(Jacoby leaves, back to his desk. Theo sits in the bathroom, drinks by himself. Spotlight 
on Jacoby as he sits silently for a moment. He takes off the band-aid, looks at the blood 
on his hand. He starts licking it off.)


